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 Chat 
 
  Elizabeth McDonald -> All Participants: am i muted? 
  Ashley Dahlen -> All Participants: Oh my! Has it been that long?! I can remember when it rolled out! 
  Tekla Slider -> All Participants: How exciting! 
  Cindy Etkin -> All Participants: Poll A: In your position, what is your primary area of responsibility? 
(select all that apply) 
  Paivi Rentz -> All Participants: Circulation, ILL 
  Larayne Dallas -> All Participants: liaison 
  Barbara Costello -> All Participants: Interlibrary Loan 
  Valerie Glenn (Council) -> All Participants: department head 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: LIS professor 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Oh yes Circ too 
  Tien Triggs -> All Participants: Circulation, gov pubs processing, reference 
  Cindy Etkin -> All Participants: Poll B: How often do you use the CGP? 
  Patricia A. Duplantis -> All Participants: Yes, Ashley. The current CGP was launched March 9, 2006. 
  Alice Sherwood -> All Participants: I must say I use more than 10 times a day 
  Tien Triggs -> All Participants: Agree with @Alice 
  Michael Maben -> All Participants: For what purposes do you access the CGP? 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: 1) find items for library patrons, 2) identify shipping list numbers for 
physical items we have not received, where we have new catalog records from Marcive, 3) find what has 
been distributed under a given item number, 4) find out what format GPO has cataloged an item under, 
i.e., cartographic, monograph, continuing resource 5) review New Electronic Titles, 6) check for call 
number changes 
  Alice Sherwood -> All Participants: Check if it has a purl I can attach to as I am weeding 
  Libby McDaniel -> All Participants: verify SuDoc numbers 
  james jacobs -> All Participants: as the first step in the “unreported” docs process 
  John Olson -> All Participants: links to full text 
  Laura Tolliver -> All Participants: PURLs,, reference, cataloging 
  Perveen Rustomfram -> All Participants: To verify a SuDoc # 
  Janelle Breedveld -> All Participants: Looking for links to digitized materials for patrons 
  Brent Abercrombie -> All Participants: Verify SuDoc numbers 
  Chad Deets -> All Participants: SuDoc number authority/research 
  Jim Gillispie -> All Participants: links to fuull-text 
  Amanda McLeod -> All Participants: finding items for library users/reference questions 
  Mary Clark -> All Participants: known item searching 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: Identifying whether an item is in scope, for a basis for copy 
cataloging materials, verifying SuDoc call numbers 
  Angela Bonnell -> All Participants: links to full text 
  Kimberly Wirth -> All Participants: Check for online versions of tangible items. 
  Libby McDaniel -> All Participants: find records when there are too many choices in OCLC searches 
  Tabitha Carr -> All Participants: confirming titles and sudoc # 



  Joshua Lambert -> All Participants: To assist with processing/cataloging items. 
  Hannah Moyer -> All Participants: verification of PURLs; weeding projects; 
  Laurie Hall -> All Participants: At GPO, we answer lots of reference questions for Congressional 
inquiries 
  Claudene Sproles -> All Participants: Verifying bibliographic data 
  Katie Fearer -> All Participants: To find the status of a publication, and look for a PURL 
  Janelle Breedveld -> All Participants: And to find a SuDoc # 
  Bert Chapman -> All Participants: Seeing newly cataloged digital publications. 
  Mary Clark -> All Participants: sudoc numbers 
  Scott Briggs -> All Participants: Verify SuDoc Numbers 
  David Isaak -> All Participants: Verify SuDoc numbers; Get a good OCLC number for a good bib. 
  JoAnna McCulley -> All Participants: Accessing the new titles list. Collection Development. Finding docs 
for patrons. 
  Wanda Adams -> All Participants: Checking online access in the course of print weeding. 
  Jim Noel -> All Participants: Preview what it coming in cataloging 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: o To find PURLS for research guide links. o To double check 
old/corrected o Look up item that confuses me in our catalog or in U.S. Documents Masterfile 
~38#xF0A7;For items not very current, I tend to search U.S. Documents Masterfile because it searches 
across older indices and agency databases ~38#x2013; with links to Internet Archives, HathiTrust, etc. o 
Show patron how to see if a closer library might have the physical item o Double check name change if 
Andriot didn~38#x2019;t answer my question o If I want to save a number of items on ~38#x201C;my 
bookshelf~38#x201D; 
  Vicki Tate (Council) -> All Participants: Too many reasons to list 
  Sinai Wood -> All Participants: shipping list # 
  Becki White -> All Participants: Item # and/or Sudoc information on an item in our collection that lost 
its label. 
  Jim Gillispie -> All Participants: find known items 
  Laura Sare (Council) -> All Participants: To find the status of a publication, to find a PURL 
  Alicia Kubas -> All Participants: verify/find SuDocs, reference work, online access 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: Items for patrons, verifying bibliographic data, verifying 
PURLS, etc. 
  Patsy Stephenson -> All Participants: weeding tool 
  William Sleeman -> All Participants: identify e versions 
  David Isaak -> All Participants: Title changes for serials 
  Susanne Caro -> All Participants: finding purls, materials not in our collection, sudoc number changes 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: PURLS is number 1 
  John Moreland -> All Participants: Jennifer's class 
  Keven McGinn -> All Participants: VERIFYING SuDoc Numbers, checkiing Serials, PURL Verification, etc. 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: OH yes - Unreported docs -- thanks James 
  Ella Shurr -> All Participants: 1-records for older, uncataloged items. 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: identifying needs in my collection (gap fills) 
  Tabitha Carr -> All Participants: I also use it to find which OCLC record is preferred 
  Lorri Pickett -> All Participants: Finding SuDoc numbers 
  Kenna Cathcart -> All Participants: collection management - know if something exists 
  Tien Triggs -> All Participants: All the above reasons but especially for checking mono to serial record 
changes 
  Thomas Fischlschweiger -> All Participants: Weeding/cataloging, superseded items, and lots more 
  Beth Downing -> All Participants: Verify GPO cataloging before asking GPO for updated cataloging as 



records in OCLC have often been updated by others, possibly incorrectly. 
  Timothy Woodard -> All Participants: Check SuDoc number.. 
  Elizabeth Eckert -> All Participants: docs for displays, oclc, sudoc # verification 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: +1 Tabitha and Tien 
  Jim Gillispie -> All Participants: Search by keyword or title. 
  Becki White -> All Participants: To find out if a document in our collection was received through the 
FDLP or directly from the agency. 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Sorry - SuDoc numbers - my cut and paste didn't work as well as I had 
hoped 
  Joshua Lambert -> All Participants: How: title searches 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: +1 Becki 
  Janelle Breedveld -> All Participants: Search by title since searching by SuDoc rarely works for me 
  Tabitha Carr -> All Participants: I used the Advanced Search feature a lot more than general keyword 
search. I love being able to refine searches. 
  Jim Noel -> All Participants: Browse title is best for my usual searches 
  Teri Taylor -> All Participants: Shipping list number 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: How: I search by title or using the SuDoc call number (either the 
full call number or the stem, e.g. A 1.1:) in the advanced search 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: Regular use to solve cataloging and classification problems and to 
identify formats (serials, maps, etc.). Check PURLS, items numbers, Shipping Lists, and agency names 
and more. Very heavy use when teaching LIS students. Also access to find new titles, cataloging and 
teaching examples, and content of personal interest. 
  David Isaak -> All Participants: All around tool for beginning to solve our “gov doc mysteries” 
  Janelle Breedveld -> All Participants: +1 David 
  Laurie Hall -> All Participants: Wow, you don't know how great this makes me feel, since Cindy and I 
were in on bringing this tool to GPO in 2006! 
  Keven McGinn -> All Participants: ALSO I snatch PURLs for use in older Records with no PURLS. 
  Kenna Cathcart -> All Participants: Gov Doc mysteries - ditto 
  Sarah Erekson -> All Participants: I wanted to download a list of search results for a Committee's 
Congressional Hearings. A search resulted in 1000+ records, but little in ways to output that list.I was 
hoping to use it to compare against my own excel worksheer. 
  Alicia Kubas -> All Participants: for reference quesionts, i'll use the advanced search with the wildcard 
option to look for publications published by a particular agency under a specific SuDoc stem within the 
last few years 
  Keven McGinn -> All Participants: YES! It workd! 
  Chris Brown -> All Participants: I use CGP to see if I need to report a doc as a “Fugitive” (I can't 
remember what the new term is) 
  Karina Ricker -> All Participants: Yes -- browse by SuDoc 
  DeAnn Isenhower -> All Participants: I find it very difficult to search by su doc 
  Tien Triggs -> All Participants: I search by SuDoc call number half the time 
  Beth Downing -> All Participants: I search by sudoc all the time. 
  Timothy Woodard -> All Participants: I search by Title 
  Ella Shurr -> All Participants: I search by SuDoc numbers as well 
  Sarah Erekson -> All Participants: Yes, I had students using the call number search to find titles 
  John Devine -> All Participants: I use the CGP when I'm only given a SuDoc and want to verify if it is 
accurate. 
  David Isaak -> All Participants: You got to get the spacing right for SuDoc search to work. 
  Abby McDermott -> All Participants: @DeAnn, I find it easier to Browse by SuDoc 



  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: Advanced search most often, Basic second most often. 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: Yes, search by SuDoc number, usually the stem. 
  Mary Clark -> All Participants: agree about advanced search - I never use the general search... 
  Wanda Adams -> All Participants: Pull OCLC number in order to catalog. 
  Susanne Caro -> All Participants: I've used some advance searches for lists and statistics 
  Karina Ricker -> All Participants: wish OCLC# was a keyword so I didn't have to go to Advance search 
  Kimberly Wirth -> All Participants: I search by SuDoc in the advanced search more often than Title 
searching. 
  Sandy Himel -> All Participants: SuDoc searching works great with Browse 
  Cindy Etkin -> All Participants: @Chris -- Unreported publications 
  Patricia A. Duplantis -> All Participants: For those that mention that the SuDoc search rarely works for 
them, have you tried using the Browse search to search the SuDoc? If so, then maybe we can get more 
information about the issue with searching SuDocs so we can provide some additional assistance. 
  Keven McGinn -> All Participants: GOV DOC Mysteries? We call them the Secret Classified Collection! 
HA! 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: +1 Sarah - I would love to be able to export huge amounts of 
search results, I'm talking in the tens of thousands (also, Sarah your hearings list is wonderful, thanks 
again) 
  Sarah Erekson -> All Participants: Thanks Jen! 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: +2 Sarah * Jen 
  Keven McGinn -> All Participants: SuDoc SEARCH works! 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: (Can you tell that Sarah and I are a Regional depositories?) 
  Alicia Kubas -> All Participants: +! yes would love a way to export large amounts of search results 
  Alicia Kubas -> All Participants: +1 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: Alicia +1 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: @Patricia - I search by SuDoc in Advanced search and limit to SuDoc 
field 
  Cindy Etkin -> All Participants: @Patricia - Good tip! 
  Libby McDaniel -> All Participants: yes! OCLC # as keyword would be great 
  David Isaak -> All Participants: +1 
  Chad Deets -> All Participants: I didn't even know you could browse by sudoc - is there a resource with 
other insider tips like this? 
  james jacobs -> All Participants: hate that search results only come 10 at a time. 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Yes, search by SuDoc number, usually the stem. from Jenny Groome 
to Stephen Kharfen (privately): ~38#x2022; How do you most often begin your search in the CGP? o 
Depends on the search. o If I have a distinct title, I~38#x2019;ll use a ~38#x201C;phrase~38#x201D; 
search in basic search o I almost always go to Advanced search 
  Vicki Tate (Council) -> All Participants: Tip for searching SuDoc--don't put a space between the colon in 
the stem with the item portion. 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: +1 James Jacobs, hate the 10 limit 
  Oksana Osborne -> All Participants: @Janelle: There is a known problem where the CGP search results 
will display the *1st* SuDoc in a bib record, even when a 2nd SuDoc field contains the most current 
number. So that could possibly explain some of the off-looking results you get. 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Apologies - my chat keeps going to specific people on provate 
message. I don't know why this happens - I am not changing it 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: When I encounter issues with SuDoc search, it's usually for older 
publications (pre-1960) 
  Margaret Sylvia -> All Participants: I agree with James, I wish we could display more than 10 results at a 



time. 
  Sarah Erekson -> All Participants: +1 give more results per page 
  Brent Abercrombie -> All Participants: +1 more results per page 
  Patricia A. Duplantis -> All Participants: We will be updating our CGP Help page to be anticipated to be 
released by the end of 2021. It will have some Browse search tips. 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: okay - how do we save chat and all these tips? In Zoom there is a 
button - I don't see anything like that in WebEx 
  Abby McDermott -> All Participants: @Jenny - it happens when you accidentially scroll down 
sometimes with your cursor over the Send to: box. 
  Susanne Caro -> All Participants: the 2000 limit on results :( 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Let us choose - 10, 25, 50, 100 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Thanks Abby!! 
  Janelle Breedveld -> All Participants: @Patricia, can you provide guidance on how you use the Browse 
search option? I don't see that on the CGP landing page. 
  Keven McGinn -> All Participants: @Jenny AGREE! 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: THanks - didn't know chat was saved 
  Lawana Gladney -> All Participants: GREAT!!! 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: The buttons at the very top of the page needs to be down by th 
esearch and results 
  Jennifer Lindley -> All Participants: you can also right click and select all to copy and paste all the chat 
so far 
  Susanne Caro -> All Participants: Thank you to Stephen Kharfen for helping me with CGP questions. 
  Janelle Breedveld -> All Participants: Thanks Patricia! 
  Kristina Bobe -> All Participants: I click on Preferences and select 20 and get 20 results per page..did I 
miss something? multitasking here 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Jennifer Lindley - I do that - but this is too fast 
  Beth Downing -> All Participants: I did not know that there was a browse, I almost always use 
Advanced search and choose the section I want to search, sudoc, title, OCLC number, etc. 
  Sarah Erekson -> All Participants: Better sorting options, sometimes author sort would help 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: Good to hear Help is being updated -- it's really needed! More 
examples please! 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Sarah - Corporate authoer - or person? 
  Cindy Etkin -> All Participants: Poll C: How do you most often search the CGP? Select your top three 
methods. 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: Other: OCLC number 
  Karina Ricker -> All Participants: Other: OCLC# 
  Beth Downing -> All Participants: OCLC number and CGP System number 
  Valerie Glenn (Council) -> All Participants: Other: keyword 
  Susan Cole -> All Participants: OCLC # 
  Bert Chapman -> All Participants: Keyword(s) is by far the most common searchmethod. 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: It depends on the search! Isn't that the correct reference answer? 
  Christine Dorribo -> All Participants: BINGO 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: OCLC # and CGP # 
  Margaret Sylvia -> All Participants: I use keyword most commonly. 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: I search in advanced search 90% of time. Lets me limit by field 
  Blaine Redemer -> All Participants: shipping list 
  Keven McGinn -> All Participants: ALSO Title Keywords 
  Tien Triggs -> All Participants: +1 Kevin 



  Cindy Etkin -> All Participants: @Christine - Congrats on the BINGO! 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: Advanced search most often, Basic search second most often 
  Beth Downing -> All Participants: Choose 
  John Devine -> All Participants: Click on advanced. 
  Jennifer Morgan (Council) -> All Participants: Q2 How do you most often begin your search in the CGP 
  Bert Chapman -> All Participants: Advanced search 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: @Keven - Title keyword is option in advanced search 
  Jim Gillispie -> All Participants: advanced search 
  Cindy Etkin -> All Participants: How do you most often begin search the CGP? 
  Teri Taylor -> All Participants: Browse Title 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: Advanced search most often 
  Kimberly Wirth -> All Participants: Advanced search 
  Susan Cole -> All Participants: advanced search 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: Advanced, browse, basic 
  Elizabeth Eckert -> All Participants: advanced search 
  Amy Ruhe -> All Participants: Basic 
  Becki White -> All Participants: Advanced search almost always 
  Beth Downing -> All Participants: Choose advanced 
  Katie Fearer -> All Participants: Advanced search 
  John Olson -> All Participants: advanced search 
  Laura Tolliver -> All Participants: advanced for internet access to verify purls 
  Tien Triggs -> All Participants: Advanced 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: general keyword, if not successful I go right to advanced search 
  Joshua Lambert -> All Participants: basic search 
  Alice Sherwood -> All Participants: Advanced, basic 
  JoAnna McCulley -> All Participants: advanced 
  Sheila Dorsey -> All Participants: basic 
  Blaine Redemer -> All Participants: advanced 
  Timothy Woodard -> All Participants: Basic 
  Lorri Pickett -> All Participants: Basic and then advanced 
  Mary Jo Heacock -> All Participants: advanced 
  Jim Gillispie -> All Participants: Sub catalogs 
  Ella Shurr -> All Participants: Basic search if looking for a title, advanced if I start with the SuDoc, or 
OCLC 
  Asteria Ndulute -> All Participants: Basic search 
  Brian Wert -> All Participants: basic 
  Scott Briggs -> All Participants: Browse by SuDoc 
  Laura Sare (Council) -> All Participants: Basic if Title, Advanced if SuDoc 
  Brent Abercrombie -> All Participants: Basic search, though I think moving forward, I will take 
advantage of the advanced features 
  Thomas Fischlschweiger -> All Participants: Depends on what I'm searching and why 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: ~38#x2022; How do you most often begin your search in the CGP? o 
Depends on the search. o If I have a distinct title, I~38#x2019;ll use a ~38#x201C;phrase~38#x201D; 
search in basic search o I almost always go to Advanced search 
  John Devine -> All Participants: Remember that you are asking Gov Docs librarians. 
  Karina Ricker -> All Participants: Browse for sudoc; Advanced for OCLC#; keyword for title 
  Lawana Gladney -> All Participants: Advanced search 
  Megan Minta -> All Participants: Browse by SuDoc 



  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: +1 @John 
  William Sleeman -> All Participants: Historic Shelflist - been using this a lot of late! Love it. 
  Vicki Tate (Council) -> All Participants: Browse if searching for title or SuDoc, but Advance if searching 
for OCLC# or trying to limit 
  Andrea Craley -> All Participants: I always start with Advanced Search, and then do Title Keyword 
  Patricia A. Duplantis -> All Participants: For those asking about increasing the default number of brief 
result records per page, we can investigate doing that in the current CGP. Also, Kristina is correct, you 
can select up to 20 results from the Preferences. For those FDL that login, you can set that as your 
default.We will note the multiple options request for the future system. 
  Bert Chapman -> All Participants: Chance to get more relevant results including links to LC Subject 
Headings. 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: OCLC numbers, Item numbers, Sudocs for advanced. Basic for titles 
from patrons 
  Andrea Craley -> All Participants: If not using Title Keyword, then I search by OCLC# next 
  Kimberly Wirth -> All Participants: I'm usually looking for something specific i.e. publications attached 
to a specific item number. 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: Most students I work with prefer the Basic Search. The the 
Advanced Search needs improved labels. If I have a known search, I always start with Advanced Search. 
  Alicia Kubas -> All Participants: keyword search for title or general keyword topic search; advanced 
search is usually by SuDoc (often with wildcard) 
  Brian Wert -> All Participants: Title in basic 
  Keven McGinn -> All Participants: I use a multi- pronged approach, and I teach this to my assistants. 
  Scott Briggs -> All Participants: Usually trying to correct class conflicts (which can show up by accident). 
  Karina Ricker -> All Participants: Usually only use CGP for known items; prefer WorldCat for researching 
topics 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Since I tend to use other databases that search across several 
indexes, when I go to CGP it's because I didn't find it in other database. So I'm looking for PURLs or I 
have only a report number, or conference date 
  Jennifer Morgan (Council) -> All Participants: +1 Jenny 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: If I am showing users the CGP, I start with basic search and 
then explain the difference between advanced and browse and when to use each. If I am doing work 
outside of reference/instruction, I start with advanced or expert search or browse depending upon my 
task. 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: I have used Expert, but forget to. I need to remember this! 
  Oksana Osborne -> All Participants: I only use Expert search for CGP system numbers 
  Tekla Slider -> All Participants: Is there a recent webinar on using CGP for those new to FDLPs? 
  Andrea Craley -> All Participants: I too am usually using the CGP for known items., or I'm looking for 
PURL's 
  Tekla Slider -> All Participants: Thank you 
  Tien Triggs -> All Participants: Once I get results, I modify in the box in the bottom lefthand corner field 
“You can revise your search:” so I don't have to keep going back to the main search page. Great shortcut 
for multiple OCLC searches, just copy and past number into the field OCLC = “######” for example 
  Susanne Caro -> All Participants: I've used expert- it is helpfull but I have to go back to the list of codes 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: I second Tien 
  Michael Maben -> All Participants: What current features and functionality of the CGP do you want to 
keep in the new CGP? 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: I use wildcards and trucation a great deal when searching agency 
names. I also use the Historic shelflist when searching older agencies. 



  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: Ability to look at the MARC record (or equivalent), Sudoc sorting in 
the results, Holdings display for serial titles. ability to search by: OCLC#, Sudoc number, shipping list 
number, item number 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: All of them 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: +1 Mark 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: What current features and functionality of the CGP do you want to 
keep in the new CGP? o Keeping connection between print record and electronic item ~38#x2013; 
PURLs in the records/ o Adding historic items ~38#x2013; esp Census publications o My Book shelf 
  Libby McDaniel -> All Participants: ability to view MARC records. This is hard to do in some ILSs. 
  Andrea Craley -> All Participants: I agree the Expert and Browse features need to move down - I never 
really noticed them at the far top of the screen 
  Andrea Craley -> All Participants: Agree - keep viewng MARC records 
  Jennifer Morgan (Council) -> All Participants: Q3: What current features and functionality of the CGP 
do you want to keep in the new CGP? 
  Bert Chapman -> All Participants: Retain PURLS and LC subject headings 
  David Isaak -> All Participants: Ability to see the MARC record. A lot of discovery layers have removed 
this function. 
  Jim Gillispie -> All Participants: Keep including records for governemt agency blogs 
  Beth Downing -> All Participants: definitely MARC view 
  Tekla Slider -> All Participants: New titles tab 
  Karina Ricker -> All Participants: BROWSING!!! Newer discovery layers do not do this well. 
  Katie Fearer -> All Participants: Ability to easily export list of new electronic docs 
  William Sleeman -> All Participants: Retain the individual files for more focused searching 
  Chad Deets -> All Participants: It would be cool if we could switch our default view (as in to MARC) 
  Susanne Caro -> All Participants: searching within collections 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: Search by SuDoc, Search by Shipping List number, retain PURLs 
(these things feel unique to CGP and I would hate to lose them) 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: Holdings display for serial titles. 
  JoAnna McCulley -> All Participants: New title lists. Browsing. MARC view. 
  Barbara Costello -> All Participants: ability to email records 
  Karina Ricker -> All Participants: ditto MARC records 
  Perveen Rustomfram -> All Participants: New Titles 
  Janelle Breedveld -> All Participants: Definitely keep the PURLs 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: MARC record view, expert and advanced searches, browse 
search, search by SuDocs, new titles, ability to email records 
  Asteria Ndulute -> All Participants: MARC Records 
  Amy Cheek -> All Participants: SuDoc searching 
  Kenna Cathcart -> All Participants: Yes, keep MARC, purls, and if more clarification on true serial titles, I 
see issues being treated as monographs. 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: I would like to see a way to create folders so I can save 
searches along with records for each search while working on specific projects while searching before I 
downloand them 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: Advanced search; Catalogs to Search; Access to MARC Recrds; 
Held; Browse searches. I also want to search by all the Advanced Search fields, but would like to also be 
able to limit by Format, which we used to be able to do. 
  Kenna Cathcart -> All Participants: that confuses me. 
  Oksana Osborne -> All Participants: @Tekla (from before the current discussion question): 
https://www.fdlp.gov/subject-headings-behind-the-scenes contains CGP search tips for subjects starting 



around the 39-minute mark 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: Remember that Librarians use CGP differently than general public. 
Don't make mistake that many agcenices do and change for general public and remove tolls librarians 
need 
  Tekla Slider -> All Participants: Thank you Oksana 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: Jenny +1 
  Karina Ricker -> All Participants: @Jenny - YES! 
  Alicia Kubas -> All Participants: +1 Jenny so many agencies have awful websites for searching or finding 
publications now 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: tools we need 
  Oksana Osborne -> All Participants: that was correct, Stephen, thanks :-) 
  Beth Downing -> All Participants: Make sure that new system uses all of fixed fields. Our system only 
considers a record a serial if there is a MARC 222 field and does not use the fixed fields to define serials 
  Kenna Cathcart -> All Participants: good example the Presidential addresses - state of the union - it 
happens every year - it should be seen as serial rather as a monograph 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: +1 Beth 
  Andrea Craley -> All Participants: @Oksana - thanks for that link, that will be very helpful 
  Kenna Cathcart -> All Participants: It is often assigned House Doc. No. 1 
  Keven McGinn -> All Participants: MARC Records... DEFINITELY important! 
  Valerie Glenn (Council) -> All Participants: Discussion Q4: Please tell us about functions and features 
that you use in your library catalog that you would like to see in the new CGP. 
  Cindy Etkin -> All Participants: Poll D: Do you currently download CGP records into your catalog? 
  Jennifer Morgan (Council) -> All Participants: Poll D: Do you currently download CGP records into your 
catalog? 
  Jenny Groome -> All Participants: No - but it is important to be able to see them. 
  Tekla Slider -> All Participants: Is there a way to do it directly? I always grab the OCLC number and 
download from there 
  james jacobs -> All Participants: not directly, but via marcive so I guess in a roundabout way yes 
  Becki White -> All Participants: I think the downloads are from CGP; the process was set up at the state 
level for a widely-shared ILS. 
  Jennifer Morgan (Council) -> All Participants: Discussion Q4: Please tell us about functions and features 
that you use in your library catalog that you would like to see in the new CGP. 
  Valerie Glenn (Council) -> All Participants: Discussion Q4: Please tell us about functions and features 
that you use in your library catalog that you would like to see in the new CGP. 
  Michael Maben -> All Participants: Please tell us about functions and features that you use in your 
library catalog that you would like to see in the new CGP. 
  Scott Matheson -> All Participants: Well... not directly, but GPO recrods via CRDP and OCLC 
  Amy Ruhe -> All Participants: I usually grab the OCLC number from the CGP 
  Ella Shurr -> All Participants: Thinking about it, I think my answer should have been yes. (We are a part 
of the CRDP program) 
  Paul Nease -> All Participants: Same as James. I grab the OCLC number using the CGP to download from 
there 
  Laura Sare (Council) -> All Participants: I don't download from CGP because we download from OCLC 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: Mostly the ability to download more than 20 results, or to download 
all results from a search 
  Scott Matheson -> All Participants: It's easiest to have a single cataloging workflow... 
  james jacobs -> All Participants: I bet many who answered “no” are getting records via marcive 
  Mary Clark -> All Participants: Get records from Marcive or OCLC for serials 



  Andrea Craley -> All Participants: Don't downloard directly from CGP - I usually use CGP for some 
MARC clarification and then use Z39.50 and download from OCLC into our ILS for a record or two. Most 
of ours come from CRDP 
  Mary Jo Heacock -> All Participants: Use OCLC 
  Scott Briggs -> All Participants: We use Marcive for new releases, and OCLC for older records. 
  John Devine -> All Participants: This was a tricky poll question, as I get my cat records via the CRDP, 
which is from the CGP in the long run. 
  David Isaak -> All Participants: We already participate in CRDP and our consortial often already has the 
record in Alma's Network Zone. I usually use CGP as a discovery tool, but get the records elsewhere. 
  Lisa Pritchard (Council) -> All Participants: OCLC or CRDP 
  Ping Chen -> All Participants: How to download the records? The benefits? 
  Bert Chapman -> All Participants: Being able to search for reports by popular name. For instance, 
House Foreign Affairs Committee Republicans this year issued a minority report on the Chinese origins 
of COVID called the McCaul Report after the Texas Rep. who is that committee's ranking member. 
  Asteria Ndulute -> All Participants: key word search 
  Andrea Stelljes -> All Participants: Yes, Hennepin County Library uses Marcive 
  Thomas Fischlschweiger -> All Participants: We use Marcive and OCLC for MARC records, but we are 
looking at using the CGP as well. 
  Rick Mikulski (Council) -> All Participants: We do get our records through MARCIVE 
  Monica Dorame -> All Participants: We get from Marcive 
  Colleen Turkal -> All Participants: Yes, I also answered “no” but get my records via Marcive (CRDP) 
  Janelle Breedveld -> All Participants: Marcive for current releases and OCLC for copy cataloging historic 
publications 
  Scott Matheson -> All Participants: Yes, what Andrea said - clarify in CGP.... 
  Sheila Dorsey -> All Participants: OCLC and Marcive (CRDP) 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: Our basic catalog search allows limiting by online only or the 
entire catalog -- very useful. 
  Bert Chapman -> All Participants: Get our records via Marcive. 
  William Sleeman -> All Participants: I tend to use the OCLC number in the record and get it there but i 
would really like to export but it has not worked for me. Not described in the help section, why not? 
  Jim Gillispie -> All Participants: Include record results more like this. 
  Sandy Himel -> All Participants: Get records from OCLC and Marcive 
  John Devine -> All Participants: Although I sometimes find it problematic, from a patron perspective, 
would it be possible to get the “most relevant” results at the top. 
  JoAnna McCulley -> All Participants: we download our records from OCLC but use CGP to help find 
titles 
  Karina Ricker -> All Participants: Rarely need a new MARC record as our tangible are mostly new serial 
issues. 
  Thomas Fischlschweiger -> All Participants: Could the CGP have variant/outdated SuDocs numbers for 
items? We try to keep up with Webtech but we come across some old numbers we can't always verify. 
  Beth Downing -> All Participants: Marcive and OCLC 
  Elizabeth Eckert -> All Participants: Get records from Marcive and OCLC 
  Amy Ruhe -> All Participants: Actually we really follow what Andrea described 
  james jacobs -> All Participants: Want to be able to limit results via facets, limit to digital/physical, view 
expanded number of results beyond 10, search within results, save urls to searches without LONG 
hideous urls, See what libraries have an item (true union catalog!!) 
  Asteria Ndulute -> All Participants: MARCIVE and OCLC 
  Andrea Craley -> All Participants: @John - agree with that patron perspective 



  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: +1 Thomas 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: Keep browse SuDoc no. We dropped it in our catalog and I miss it! 
We dropped most browse functions, and I really dislike it. 
  james jacobs -> All Participants: +1 andrea 
  Jim Gillispie -> All Participants: Include in results “most viewed or popular” 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: YES @Andrea 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: We can limit by Format, Language and Collection in our catalog, 
which I find very useful. I would like to limit by Gov. Agency. 
  james jacobs -> All Participants: my library decided not to include a SuDoc index because it was too 
tricky and I was evidently the only one who used it :-) 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: +1 Andrea 
  Andrea Craley -> All Participants: +1 Andrea 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: Export full results in .csv or Excel. 
  Vicki Tate (Council) -> All Participants: I can search for item numbers (074) in my catalog, but searching 
for item numbers only works well if it is a 4-digit number and not compound number. 
  Libby McDaniel -> All Participants: keep SuDoc browse. we don't have it either. 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: Export full results in .csv or Excel. 
  Karina Ricker -> All Participants: we also no longer have a browse sudoc. boo hoo 
  james jacobs -> All Participants: YES Jenny!! need export to zotero!! 
  Cindy Etkin -> All Participants: Poll E: What types of training would you like LSCM (Library Services and 
Content Management) to provide for the CGP? (select all that apply) 
  Sarah Erekson -> All Participants: one thing we like about worldcat.org is that the URL contains the 
search string - which means we can program searching and pulling in the results. that would be great in 
CGP. 
  james jacobs -> All Participants: agreed RIS and/or BibTex 
  Keven McGinn -> All Participants: The CGP has BETTER functions than our Library Catalog! 
  Vicki Tate (Council) -> All Participants: The poll is missing the webcast (pre-recorded) option. 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: Webcasts (pre-recorded) 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: More visual examples please of different searches -- you could 
open in a different window. The more, the better! 
  Susanne Caro -> All Participants: the poll left off pre-recorded webcasts I'l like those too 
  Mary Jo Heacock -> All Participants: Pre recorded is missing 
  Scott Matheson -> All Participants: Short video demos (~38lt;2 mins) on specific tasks. 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: Pre-recorded webcasts 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: +1 Scott 
  james jacobs -> All Participants: +1 Scott 
  Sarah Erekson -> All Participants: short youtube or tiktok style recordings of specific searching or 
sorting or downloading functionality 
  Scott Briggs -> All Participants: +1 prerecorded 
  Scott Matheson -> All Participants: +1 SARAH 
  Sarah Erekson -> All Participants: +1 Scott 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: +1 Sarah, yes this would be great to embed in LibGuides 
  Michael Maben -> All Participants: What training materials and topics for the CGP would you like LSCM 
(Library Services and Content Management) to offer? 
  Janelle Breedveld -> All Participants: +1 Scott 
  Margaret Sylvia -> All Participants: I like help pages with written instructions on search options and 
examples. 
  Becki White -> All Participants: +1 Margaret 



  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: +1 Andrea - we've used something called “Guide on the Side” that 
has helped with more in-depth asynchronous training 
  Tabitha Carr -> All Participants: I love short highly focused content videos! 
  Jennifer Morgan (Council) -> All Participants: Discussion Q5: What training materials and topics for the 
CGP would you like LSCM (Library Services and Content Management) to offer? 
  Tekla Slider -> All Participants: searching tips and tricks 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: Highlight the quick guides first, then provide more detailed help! I 
really need better Advanced Search help. 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: A webinar or webcast covering expert searching in detail 
  Tekla Slider -> All Participants: how to download records directly into catalog 
  Andrea Craley -> All Participants: +1Tekla 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: + 1 Tekla 
  Blaine Redemer -> All Participants: +Mark 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: Link to the explanations in your guides, like SuDocs Classification 
explanation on FDLP.gov 
  William Sleeman -> All Participants: +1 Tekla 
  Lawana Gladney -> All Participants: Refresh 
  Tekla Slider -> All Participants: clarification-bypass going to OCLC 
  Janeen Bradley Pennell -> All Participants: More information on how to add/process electronic 
resources. 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: @Jenny - sure thing. Best example that's not in a subscription 
database is here (not CGP specific): https://my.nicheacademy.com/usulibrarytutorials/course/16585 
  Lawana Gladney -> All Participants: Refresh training 
  Scott Matheson -> All Participants: Getting records from CGP via Z39.50 is what I think Tekla wants, 
maybe? 
  Paul Nease -> All Participants: Tips for showing patrons how to best use the CGP. Something patron 
focused 
  Lawana Gladney -> All Participants: Yes 
  Tekla Slider -> All Participants: Yes, Scott 
  Valerie Glenn (Council) -> All Participants: @Tekla are you asking about how to add records directly 
from the CGP instead of paying for OCLC records? 
  Tekla Slider -> All Participants: Yes Valerie 
  Amy Ruhe -> All Participants: Yes that would be helpful. 
  Jennifer Morgan (Council) -> All Participants: Would anyone like training materials on the specialized 
catalogs (Serial Set, Congressional Publications, Serials, Historic Shelflist, Government eBooksetc.)? 
  Janelle Breedveld -> All Participants: Historic Shelflist 
  Stephen Kharfen -> All Participants: I would like to mention our GitHub repository for obtaining CGP 
records: https://github.com/usgpo/cataloging-records 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: Yes on training for the specialized catalog, esp. the Historic 
Shelflist! 
  Lisa Pritchard (Council) -> All Participants: Yes, Jennifer. +1Andrea 
  Kenna Cathcart -> All Participants: So, yes, 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: Yes, training on specialized catalogs. I forget to look at them except 
NET since there is a News ~38amp; Events notice for that catalog. 
  Margaret Sylvia -> All Participants: +1 Jenny. I despise video training for things that are written. 
Written instructions work best for me. 
  Patricia A. Duplantis -> All Participants: ~38#x2981; Revision and updates to our CGP About and Help 
pages. The latter will include short tutorials for basic use and is anticipated to be released by the end of 



2021. Future phases of enhancements will provide more tutorials and additional tips and hints. 
  Lawana Gladney -> All Participants: Yes 
  Stephen Kharfen -> All Participants: We also posted all CGP records as of June 29, 2021 except for brief 
bibliographic records in .mrc and MARCXML 
  Stephen Kharfen -> All Participants: https://github.com/usgpo/cataloging-records-all-cgp-utf8 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: I would like to see some kind of crosswalk between the 
specialized catalogs and the national bibliography especially for titles which continue such as 
monographic series which turn into serials. 
  Stephen Kharfen -> All Participants: https://github.com/usgpo/cataloging-records-all-cgp-marcxml 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: Thank you Stephen K, I love that record availability! 
  Perveen Rustomfram -> All Participants: +1 Jenny--covers for LibGuides 
  Stephen Kharfen -> All Participants: You're very welcome. We are glad that you find them useful. 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: Thank you Stephen Kharfen! 
  Andrea Craley -> All Participants: +1Jenny - Yes - good idea about bookcovers for LibGuides 
  Susanne Caro -> All Participants: +1 Aimee 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: Thank you all for a fabulous presentation and discussion. 
  Stephen Kharfen -> All Participants: You're very welcome. 
  Lisa Pritchard (Council) -> All Participants: Thank you! 
  Will Stringfellow (Counci -> All Participants: Thank you all for your input! 
  Stephen Kharfen -> All Participants: Thank you very much for your great ideas and recommendations! 
  Michael Maben -> All Participants: Thank you everyone for attending today! 
  Elizabeth McDonald -> All Participants: Thank you for all the great information 
  Patricia A. Duplantis -> All Participants: Also, we always welcome suggestions for CGP enhancements 
requests for the current or future CGP using the Suggestion: CGP technical enhancement/MetaLib 
Resource; category in askGPO at: https://ask.gpo.gov/s/contactsupport More details of CGP and related 
resource enhancements will be provided via FDLP News & Events. 
  Mark Hamilton -> All Participants: Thank you for this opportunity to give feedback. 
  Cindy Etkin -> All Participants: Thanks to you all! You provided terrific, ideas and other useful feedback! 
  Jen Kirk (Council) -> All Participants: Love this discussion, I appreciate sharing experiences with 
colleagues and having spaces to discuss things like this! 
  Lawana Gladney -> All Participants: Thank you! 
  Kenna Cathcart -> All Participants: Thank you. 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: +1 Jen! 
  Janelle Breedveld -> All Participants: This was helpful, loved that I learned some new features of the 
CGP today. 
  Andrea Stelljes -> All Participants: Thank you for having this conversation. Very helpful! 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: Please provide 'best practices' in Help. For example, suggest 
searches for finding digital documents for library displays or for finding documents for various 
audiences, age groups, etc. 
  james jacobs -> All Participants: one last thing, it'd be awesome if GPO joined teh Folio group 
https://www.folio.org 
  Susanne Caro -> All Participants: thank you! 
  Tien Triggs -> All Participants: Thanks, and great webinar! 
  Tien Triggs -> All Participants: Session, I mean 
  Libby McDaniel -> All Participants: Thank you so much for asking for our input! 
  Perveen Rustomfram -> All Participants: Thanks for this opportunity to provide input and great ideas! 
  Mary Clark -> All Participants: thank you 
  Blaine Redemer -> All Participants: How about gaps in serial records (e.g. Budget of United States... 



goes from 2010 to 2014), where is 11, 12 and 13. or is this a cataloging question? :-) 
  Stephen Kharfen -> All Participants: I will check on this. We will get back to you. Thank you very much 
  Tekla Slider -> All Participants: Great discussion and wonderful ideas -it's obvious there are people at 
all levels of comfort using this tool 
  Blaine Redemer -> All Participants: Thank you. 
  Patricia A. Duplantis -> All Participants: Thank you all for the great feedback. We appreciate the DLC 
Collection & Discovery Services Working Group for hosting this session and including us. 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: I love the detailed summary holdings for serial records and use the 
information frequently! 
  Min Shaheen -> All Participants: Thanks. 
  Aimee Quinn (Council) -> All Participants: +1 Andrea Morrison 
  Andrea Morrison -> All Participants: Thank you, great session! 
  Brent Abercrombie -> All Participants: Thank you for a wonderful session and discussion. This was 
great! 
  Cindy Etkin -> All Participants: thanks everyone! 
  Ella Shurr -> All Participants: Thank you! 
  Kenna Cathcart -> All Participants: there are no gapes of the Budget of the United States 
   
---End Transcript--- 


